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Abstract: New energy, transport, computer and telecommunication technologies require an increasing
supply of rare earth elements (REEs). As a consequence, adequate and robust detection methods
become essential for the exploration and discovery of new deposits, the improved characterization
of existing deposits and the future recycling of today’s high-tech products. Within this paper,
we investigate the potential of combining passive reflectance (imaging and point sampling) with laser
stimulated luminescence (point sampling) spectroscopic measurements across the visible, near and
shortwave infrared for REE detection in non-invasive near-field mineral exploration. We analyse
natural REE-bearing mineral samples from main REE-deposits around the world and focus on
challenges such as the discrimination of overlapping spectroscopic features and the influence of the
mineral type on detectability, feature position and mineral matrix luminescence. We demonstrate that
the cross-validation of results from both methods increases the robustness and sensitivity, provides
the potential for semi-quantification and enables the time- and cost-efficient detection of economically
important REE, including Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Dy, Er, Yb and potentially also Ho and Tm.

Keywords: laser induced luminescence spectroscopy; reflectance spectroscopy; hyperspectral
imaging; laser-induced fluorescence; photoluminescence; rare earth elements

1. Introduction

Rare earth elements (REE) are a group of 17 metallic elements, comprising the lanthanoid
group, yttrium and scandium. With their valuable physical and chemical characteristics such
as unique magnetic, phosphorescent and catalytic properties, they represent crucial components
of many nowadays high-tech consumer products and green technologies. Due to their unique
characteristics and both globally and element-wise inhomogeneous occurrence, REE were included
in the European Commission’s Critical Raw Materials list published in 2014 [1] and updated in
2017 [2], which set the safeguarding of a sustainable supply of raw materials within the EU as key
priority. Especially Neodymium (Nd), Europium (Eu), Terbium (Tb), Dysprosium (Dy) and Yttrium
(Y), as well as Praseodymium (Pr) as a substituent for Neodymium in high-intensity permanent
magnets, are commonly indicated as the most critical rare earths for both short and long term, based on
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their role in clean energy as well as supply risk [3–6]. The increasing importance of these critical
raw materials for modern civilization and the associated striving for sustainability and efficiency has
equally increased the need for non-invasive and fast detection methods in exploration and mining.

Common approaches for the detection of REE deposits in remote sensing rely on indirect mapping
of the host lithology or associated structural features from air- or space-borne data [7–9]. For direct
REE detection in the near field (sample-detector distance from centimetre up to meter scale) such
as for field validation and the logging of bulk samples or drill cores, two spectroscopic approaches
have independently shown their potential as alternative to time-consuming geochemical analysis,
that is, reflectance and laser-induced photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy (e.g., [10,11]). Reflectance
spectroscopy refers to the analysis of the characteristic reflectance signal of a material illuminated with
a spectrally broad-band light source. PL spectroscopy refers to the measurement of the luminescence
of a material excited with a spectrally narrow-band light source such as a laser or high-power LED.
Several studies have been published on REE characterization by one or the other method (see following
chapter). Nevertheless, none prevailed as standard for reliable REE detection yet. Important reasons
are the detection limitations of reflectance spectroscopy and the complicated interpretation of PL in
natural minerals. A complementary approach to combine fast and straight-forward reflectance with
highly sensitive PL spectroscopy could be a promising solution, however, the methods have, to our
knowledge, never been compared or integrated in a combined REE detection approach.

This motivated us to investigate the detectability of REE in natural minerals using both reflectance
and PL spectroscopy. As we strive to assess the benefits and obstacles of an integrated result analysis
for the new task of REE mapping, we use sample-detector distances from centimetre up to meter
scale. We focus on the analysis of the potential gain in interpretation reliability as well as additional
constraints of the combined approach. We decided to use a preferably simple and robust methodology,
as the goal is to use this technology in mining operations, such as for ore grade assessments along
conveyor-belts. We separately acquire continuous-wave laser-induced luminescence measurements
under three different excitation wavelengths and reflectance imagery using two recent light weight
hyperspectral (HS) sensors. To evaluate detection limits and determine the influence of different sample
composition, we use a geochemically well-characterized collection of natural REE-bearing samples of a
wide range of mineral hosts and origins. We first analyse each acquired dataset separately to evaluate
their specific characteristics. We then use the results for combined interpretation and cross-validation.

The outcomes of this study are, besides the added value in REE detectability and robustness,
a required basis for the future development of an integrated sensor which allows the operational
application of the combined spectroscopic approach for routine REE mapping in complex natural rock
samples and drill-cores.

2. Previous Studies of REE Spectroscopy

2.1. NIR-SWIR Reflectance Spectroscopy

In contrast to transition elements, trivalent REE ions are characterized by very pronounced and
sharp absorptions features. They are based on particularly confined electronic 4f levels, localized close
to the nuclei, from which electrons can be excited by incident radiation and which are comparably
unaffected by different chemical environments [12].

Early fundamental work on the reflectance spectroscopy of free REE2+ and REE3+ ions was
provided by Dieke and Crosswhite [13], followed by a range of studies on the detection of single
REE in synthetic compounds and the effects of grain size and crystal orientation, such as in
Jassie [14] (REECl3·6H2O and REEWO4 powders), White (REE2O3) [15], Ropp [16] (REEPO4) and
Weidner et al. [17] (REE2O3). In parallel, foundation work on natural minerals was started such as by
Adams [12], who recognized differences between the absorption patterns of light (LREE) and heavy
REE (HREE)-dominated as well as mixed samples. Later, Rowan et al. [18] started to analyse specific
REE in natural carbonatite samples of different origin, focusing on the investigation of the absorption
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wavelength position and depth of Nd and Sm. In 2014, 2015 and 2018, Turner et al. published a series
of studies on visible/near infrared (VNIR) and shortwave infrared (SWIR) reflectance spectroscopy of
important natural REE bearing mineral classes such as fluorocarbonates, phosphates and silicates from
various deposits all over the world [10,19–21]. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Electron Micro
Probe Analysis (EMPA) enabled the validation of the HS measurements. By that, Turner et al. provided
detailed insights into the factors influencing the occurrence and position of REE absorption features.

Parallel to the fundamental research, several papers were published that focus on the applicability
of HS imaging for the detection and mapping of REE, ranging from drill core logging systems [22,23]
to outcrop mapping [24] to regional geological surveys using airborne and space-borne systems [25,26].
The general consensus is that the detection success relies on a sufficient ratio between REE absorption
feature depth and spectral noise. This ratio is dependent on sensor sensitivity, image processing,
pixel size (as a result of target distance) and REE grade within the observed pixel. As the latter is
usually low, high-quality sensors need to be operated with a sufficient spatial resolution and undergo
a subsequent careful radiometric correction to enable REE detection. This has been achieved at
airborne [27] and drone-borne level [28] but not yet for spaceborne data [26]. The detected REE are
usually limited to a few, such as Nd or Sm, which occur in comparably high concentrations and feature
both strong and characteristic features.

2.2. Laser Induced NIR Luminescence Spectroscopy

The luminescence of rare earth elements exhibits unique features which are related to the special
electronic configuration of REE ions. The 4f-4f transitions show narrow emission lines while having
a long lifetime [29]. In contrast to transition metals, such as Fe3+ or Mn4+, the crystal field splitting
(also known as Stark level splitting), induced by the presence of different electrostatic environments for
the rare earth ion, is less pronounced, mainly in the order of 100–200 cm−1. For example, the crystal
field splitting of Nd3+ leads to various emission lines from 880 nm to 910 nm [30]. A result of this
effect are the variable relative intensities of the split emission lines, if the rare earth ion is hosted in
different matrices.

Fundamental investigations of the luminescence properties of REE by PL were conducted by
Gaft et al. [31–34]. The focus was set on the detection of REE in natural minerals using laser-induced
time-resolved luminescence (TRLS) with several laser excitation wavelengths and resulted in an
extensive library of PL spectra and characteristic peak positions. Further studies cover not only REE
luminescence but also a broad range of mineral- and transition metal luminescence and other effects
such as molecular or radiation-induced centres. In 2016, Fuchs et al. built up a feature library for the
detection of REE in synthetic standards, focusing especially on REE phosphates and fluorides [35].
A comprehensive study on REE luminescence in natural minerals and doped crystals was conducted
by Friis [11]. Besides the detection and interpretation of REE related emissions in natural minerals
and doped crystals, the study elaborated thoroughly on the high complexity of the application of
luminescence for REE analysis and questions the possibility of a quantitative REE characterization
using PL. A similar conclusion was reached by Lenz et al. [30], who investigated the influencing factors
on the luminescence of Nd3+ in minerals, as they observed a strong relation between the intensity of
certain REE sublevel peaks with both the crystal orientation of the sample as well as the polarization
of incoming laser light and received emission. In 2015, Lenz et al. discussed the characteristics and
advantages of laser-induced REE photoluminescence artefacts in Raman spectroscopy [36]. Beside the
PL analysis of single REE-salts and mixed-REE natural mineral samples, they provided a detailed 2D
PL map to illustrate the distribution of specific REE emission intensities within mineral grains.

There have been different approaches to extend the application of PL beyond the lab scale.
Airborne Laser-induced Fluorescence (ALF) sensors or Fluorescence LIDAR systems have been used
widely to detect and monitor organic compounds from long distances. Applications are widespread,
such as the detection, mapping or monitoring of hydrocarbons, chlorophyll and dissolved organic
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matter in surface water [37–39], pollen in the atmosphere [40], green terrestrial vegetation [41,42] and
photoautotrophic biodeteriogens on stone monuments [43].

The observation of inorganic compounds such as REE from larger distances or/and under ambient
light is more difficult, as their cross-section with UV and NIR light is usually much lower compared
to organics due to the different binding situation [44]. To receive a sufficient signal to noise ratio,
high laser densities and long exposure times are needed, which usually collide with security standards
and reasonable acquisition times. Therefore, most PL applications on inorganics focus on near-field
measurements in a maximum range of few meters, a dark environment or a reduced spectral resolution.
A prominent application is the online separation of ore and waste material and its use for mining
machine control and bulk sorting [45–47]. Other application studies on inorganics comprise the
characterization of mineral coatings on depleted uranium [48] and the integration of PL true colour
imaging and Raman spectroscopy for the use within a rapid drill core scanner system [49]. None of
these approaches were yet used for the reliable detection of REE in routine sample analytics, as their
low intensity and uniquely narrow emission lines require both high spectral resolution and signal to
noise ratio.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Analysed Samples & Mineral Chemistry

We analysed a collection of 24 naturally REE-bearing samples of different mineral species and
origin. This includes samples of eleven different economically important minerals of fluorocarbonates,
oxides, phosphates and silicates with varying REE content and composition (see Table 1). All samples
had been embedded in epoxy-resin discs and analysed using electron microprobe (EMPA) with
average REE2O3-detection limits of approximately 0.03 wt.% [19]. The samples were found to be
compositionally unzoned through SEM-BSE (Scanning Electron Microscope Backscattered-Electron
Imaging) investigations [19]. As the spatial coverage of the conducted spectral measurements was
always set with respect to the EMPA measurement spots, a high accordance in composition and
concentration between the spectral and EMPA data can be assumed.

Table 1. Overview of the investigated mineral samples with formulae, origin and electron micro probe
analysis (EMPA) average total rare earth element (REE) content [19]. Dominance of LREE (La to Gd)
versus HREE (Tb to Lu+Y) is indicated.

Mineral Group Mineral Species General Formula Sample Origin Total [REE+Y]2O3 [%]

Fluoro-carbonates Bastnaesite CeCO3F Diao Lou Shan (Sichuan, CN) 69.35 (LREE)

Parisite CaCe2(CO3)3F2 Muzo (Boyacá, CO) 58.61 (LREE)
Snowbird (Montana, US) 58.99 (LREE)
Mexico 48.44 (LREE)

Synchysite CaCe(CO3)2F Mt. St. Hilaire (Quebec, CA) 48.54 (LREE)

Oxides Fergusonite (Y,REE)NbO4 Lyndoch Township (Ontario,
CA)

14.49 (HREE)

Phosphates Monazite (Ce,La,Nd,Th)PO4 Elk Mountain (Nebraska, US) 59.00 (LREE)
Serra Verde (Para, BR) 63.71 (LREE)
Unknown 65.28 (LREE)

Xenotime (Y,Yb)PO4 Novo Horizonte (Bahia, BR) 69.63 (HREE)
Novo Horizonte (Bahia, BR) 68.26 (HREE)
Serra Verde (Para, BR) 66.55 (HREE)

Britholite (Ce,Ca)5(SiO4,PO4)3(OH) Oka (Quebec, CA) 44.09 (LREE)
Kipawa (Ontario, CA) 53.58 (LREE)

Silicates Cerite (Ce,La,Ca)9(Mg,Fe)(SiO4)6
(SiO3OH)(OH)3

Bastnas (Västmanland, SE) 69.21 (LREE)

Eudialyte Na15Ca6(Fe,Mn)3Zr3SiO
(O,OH,H2O)3(Si3O9)2
(Si9O27)2(OH,Cl)2

Kipawa (Ontario, CA)
Kipawa (Ontario, CA)
Kipawa (Ontario, CA)

5.25 (HREE)
4.82 (HREE)
5.63 (HREE)

Kainosite Ca2Y2(SiO3)4(CO3)·H2O Long Lake (New York, US) 36.93 (HREE)

Zircon ZrSiO4 Green River (Wyoming, US) 0.32 (HREE)
Mt. Malosa (Zomba, MW) 4.83 (HREE)
Mudtank (Harts Range, AU) 0.04 (HREE)
North Burgess (Ontario, CA) 0.04 (HREE)
St. Peters Dome (Colorado, US) 0.10 (HREE)
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This allowed a validated interpretation of the observed spectral features as well as a correlation of
feature intensities and REE concentrations. By that, approximate detection limits for both methods
could be estimated. A reference spectral library was built from both literature derived values as well
as by analysis of a suite of synthetic single-REE phosphate (REE-PO4) and fluoride (REE-F3) salts,
available as partly epoxy-resin embedded single crystals. For PL data, this library was described by
Fuchs et al. [35].

3.2. Reflectance Spectroscopy—Technical Setup and Implementation

Reflectance spectroscopy data was acquired using both point measurements and HS imagery
(Figure 1). The point measurements were acquired with a Spectral Evolution PSR-3500 spectrometer
(see Table 2 for detailed specifications).Remote Sens. 2019, 11 FOR PEER REVIEW  6 
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the technical setup (not to scale).

An internal white light source and intermediate white target calibrations (Spectralon SRS-99)
ensured stable measurement conditions and resulted in accurate and highly resolved spectra.
The signal was integrated over 10 single measurements at a target spot of around 3 mm2. Due to the
very small size of some of the investigated mineral grains, which can fall far below the measurement
spot diameter, a light blocking foil was used as background to reduce the influence of ambient light.
An influence of the surrounding resin is still possible and needs to be considered for the respective
samples. In contrast to point measurements, HS imagery adds a spatial component to the reflectance
data by providing a spectrum for each pixel of a measured scene. Thus, spectral information can be set
into a spatial context and used to provide mineral or element abundance maps. However, a high spatial
resolution often goes along with a loss in spectral sampling and/or wavelength detection range, as the
imager must be able to acquire and process a large batch of spectra simultaneously. In order to test the
applicability of common commercial low-to-medium priced HS imagers for the mapping of REEs in
natural minerals, the data was acquired using both the frame-based Senop Rikola HS Camera as well as
the push-broom Specim FX10 (see Table 2 for detailed specifications). The spatial resolution of both
sensors is sufficient to separate smaller mineral grains, while the covered wavelength ranges include
most of the relevant REE absorption features. The spectral resolution in VNIR is coarser compared
to spectrometer point measurements but is usable to detect the most prominent absorption features.
During the image acquisition, a uniform illumination over the whole sample batch was needed to
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ensure the comparability of REE absorption depths in different samples. Therefore, the imaging was
conducted using the sample illumination unit of the Specim SisuRock drill-core scanner, which features
two rows of full-spectrum halogen spotlights, uniformly illuminating an area of ~640 × 200 mm.

Although the Rikola sensor theoretically features a similar spatial resolution to the FX10 at the
same working distance, its significantly lower SNR results in a noisier image. To still deliver a sufficient
image quality even for very small samples, it was required to operate the sensor at reduced distance.
This resulted in optimal imaging distances of about 430 mm for the Rikola and 600 mm for the FX10.
However, as the optics of the Rikola are fixed with an optimal focusing distance of approximately
600 mm to infinity, a minor but acceptable blur was noticeable within the data.

Table 2. Visible/near infrared (VNIR) HS sensor characteristics. *FWHM = full width at half
maximum, **SNR values estimated for each spectral channel as ratio of mean and standard deviation
of 20–40 spectra acquired under uniform conditions.

Spectral Evolution
PSR-3500

Senop Rikola Specim FX 10

sensor type portable field
spectrometer frame-based imager push broom scanner

data dimension 1 px 1010 × 1010 px frame 1024 px line

wavelength range 350–2500 nm 500–900 nm 400–1000 nm

spectral resolution (FWHM*) 3.5 nm (VNIR),
7–10 nm (SWIR) 10 nm 5.5 nm

estimated peak signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR)** 600:1 150:1 600:1

spatial resolution (length of
quadratic pixel) 2 mm distance dependent (here: 0.14

mm, slightly defocused)
distance dependent
(here: 0.41 mm, focused)

spectral bands 1024 up to 380 224

3.3. PL Spectroscopy—Technical Setup & Implementation

The PL spectroscopy measurements were conducted in a darkroom lab to avoid the influence
of ambient light on the measurement result. The samples were investigated under three different
continuous wave laser excitation wavelengths to analyse potential REE detection variabilities (Figure 1).
The used laser excitation wavelengths, respective spot sizes and resulting power densities are
given in Table 3. The power of the respective laser beams has been tuned to 4 mW for all lasers.
The luminescence signal of the excited sample is dispersed by an Acton SP2560 Triple-Grating
Monochromator (300 gr/mm grating, blazed at 750 nm) and recorded by a Princeton Instruments
SPEC-10:100BR_eXcelon CCD-Camera (Figure 1). The data are recorded in up to 5743 channels
for a full spectrum from 340 to 1080 nm. The measurements with 325 and 442 nm laser excitation
were conducted in two single measurements, differing in the employed long-pass filters to suppress
excitation laser light on the one hand and spectral second order effects from the monochromator
gratings on the other hand. The two measurements are later merged in the post-processing of the
spectral data [35]. Due to limited sensitivity at extreme wavelengths, data under 400 and over 1050 nm
is excluded from the analysis.

Table 3. Laser specifications. Beam diameter is given as 1/e2 of a gaussian fit. The power density is
calculated assuming a constant power distribution over the given beam diameter.

Laser Wavelength (Laser Type) Beam Diameter Power Density

325 nm (Kimmon He-Cd-laser) 185 µm 14.58 W/cm2

442 nm (Kimmon He-Cd-laser) 170 µm 16.73 W/cm2

532 nm (diode-pumped frequency-doubled Nd:YAG) 143 µm 26.93 W/cm2
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4. Results

4.1. Reflectance Spectroscopy

Reference reflectance spectra and positions of characteristic absorption features for each REE were
determined from the single-REE salt suites using both lightweight HS imagers (see example in Figure 2)
and were validated by point spectrometer data. This measurement redundancy was important to
consider possible sensor specific disturbances such as feature shifts and ensure valid feature positions.
The resulting feature tables were complemented with additional feature positions reported in the
literature [15,16,18,19]. The resulting library shows a potential detectability of Pr3+, Nd3+, Dy3+,
Ho3+, Er3+ and Tm3+ for both Rikola and FX10. An overview on the most characteristic and best
observable REE features in the VNIR is shown in Figure 3a. The most characteristic absorption features
of Sm3+, Eu3+, Tb3+ and Yb3+ are located outside the wavelength coverage of both VNIR imaging
spectrometers but Sm3+ and Yb3+ can be reliably detected at the extended wavelength coverage of
the hand spectrometer. A detection of these elements using a SWIR HS camera should therefore be
possible, as documented in Turner [19]. However, the absorption features of Eu3+ and Tb3+ expected
in the VNIR are weak and often hardly visible, which questions their potential detectability with
reflectance spectroscopy. The same accounts for Sc3+, Y3+, La3+, Ce3+, Gd3+ and Lu3+, which are not
detectable with any of the used devices, as they do not absorb at all in the VNIR and SWIR wavelength
region due to their respective electronic configuration [15].
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Figure 2. HS imaging of an REE-PO4 standard sample disc using a lightweight Senop Rikola sensor.
The data are displayed as false colour and minimum noise fraction (MNF) [50] composite.

After the compilation of the absorption feature catalogue, the mixed-REE natural sample batches
were analysed and imaged with the same procedure. In Figure 3b, two example image spectra for
both LREE- and HREE-dominated samples are shown. The given EMPA-derived REE-concentrations
represent a mean of five single EMPA measurements of the respective sample [19]. Low standard
deviations suggest relatively uniform values for chemical composition and REE3+-concentrations
within the analysed mineral grain. A comparison of the spectral datasets of the Rikola and FX10 sensor
with known REE absorption feature positions pictures a distinct but constant spectral shift of the
Rikola data to higher wavelengths by about 10 nm (Figure 3b), which might originate from an internal
sensor misalignment and must be considered for data interpretation. The spectral gap between the
two built-in sensors in the Rikola generates an additional spectral disturbance observed as a sharp
artefact around 636–650 nm (Figure 3b). Despite the mentioned spectral perturbations, the shapes of
the received spectra for both sensors match well, however, the spectral quality of the FX10 data exceeds
the Rikola data due to higher spectral resolution (FWHM) and Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) (Table 2).
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Figure 3. (a) Position of the most characteristic REE absorption features in the VNIR range according to
the analysis of single-REE salts and literature review, (b) extracted spectra from HS imaging of natural
mixed REE mineral samples using two different HS sensors. Sample (1) represents LREE-enriched
grains, while (2) is HREE-dominated. EMPA analysis results are given as mean of a series of five
measurements (<LOD: below Limit of Detection).

The depicted spectra of LREE-enriched monazite and britholite are clearly dominated by the
absorption features of Nd3+ and Pr3+. Especially the prominent absorptions around 580, 750, 800 and
880 nm are very characteristic and easily detectable. The exact positions of the absorption minima vary
slightly according to the present quantities of the main absorbents, such as Pr3+, Nd3+, Er3+ and Dy3+,
which each contribute to the respective observed absorption feature. A good example is the shift of the
feature around 810 nm, which is influenced by absorptions of Nd3+ (800 nm), Er3+ (805 nm) and Dy3+

(810 and 830 nm). Both HS sensors are not able to separate these features, so they result in a single
deep minimum and its exact position is dependent on the abundance of the three REE. For example,
the spectrum of the monazite sample with low Er3+ and Dy3+ content features a mixed but clearly
Nd-dominated absorption at 802 nm (Figure 3b). In contrast, the spectrum of the HREE-enriched
xenotime sample is characterized mainly by Er3+ and Dy3+ related features. Here, a distinct shift
of the feature to longer wavelengths and towards the pure Dy3+ absorption can be seen (812 nm).
Features solely related to LREE, such as the mixed 590 nm absorption of Nd3+ and Pr3+, are weak or
not observable in this sample.

To illustrate the correlation between absorption shift and the relative quantity of the respective
absorbing REE, a Minimum Wavelength Map [51] of the REE related absorption around 810 nm was
conducted. With this approach, the wavelength position and depth of the deepest signal minimum
within a defined wavelength window (here: 790–860 nm) is determined for each pixel and plotted after
as wavelength position map (see Figure 4a).
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Figure 4. Relation between relative abundances of different REE and observed absorption feature
position for both used HS imagers: (a) Reflectance minimum wavelength mapping in the range of
790 and 860 nm for three natural mineral sample batches and (b) scatter plot between observed
minimum wavelength and the respective ratio of EMPA derived Nd3+ and Dy3+ concentrations for
seven sample grains marked in (a).

The wavelength position of the reflectance minimum is determined using a 5th order polynomial
fit of the investigated spectral range. Even if such high-order polynomial may feature possible
instability in the presence of spectral distortions, Murphy et al. [52] shows that this method delivers
a good accuracy and reliability of the result, as it excludes artificial position shifts due to spectral
noise. In Figure 4b the shifts of the absorption minimum wavelength of the respective samples are
plotted against the ratio of Nd2O3 (LREE) and Dy2O3 (HREE). For most of the samples, a very good
correlation between composition and shift can be observed. Highly LREE-rich samples (numbers 5 and
6, in red) can be easily distinguished from HREE-rich samples (numbers 2 and 3, in blue). Furthermore,
LREE-HREE-mixed samples can be characterized and compositionally arranged in between (numbers
4 and 7, ranging from orange to green according to LREE-HREE-ratio). Only one sample seems to
be off the trend and features a strong shift to larger wavelengths despite its comparably low Dy
concentration (Figure 4, sample number 1). This aspect can be explained as the hosting sample is
britholite, which is known for high systematic shifts of occurring Nd3+ features to longer wavelengths
by about 5–7 nm [19]. Taking this into account, the remaining shift indicates an LREE-HREE-ratio
in the range of sample number 7, which correlates to the EMPA results. The resulting graph proves
a clear correlation between the observed minimum position and the Nd2O3-Dy2O3-ratio. However,
this relation is not assumed to be linear, especially as the individual ratio between concentration
and resulting absorption depth is not identical for different REE. Still, it opens up the possibility
for both an indirect detection of REE with features hidden by neighbouring absorptions and the
semi-quantitative estimation of the involved REE. A few REE remain indiscernible in natural minerals
despite being detectable in single-REE salts. For example, Eu3+ showed weak features in all analysed
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single-REE salts, which are situated mainly in the lower VNIR (380–600 nm) and the upper SWIR
(especially 1900–2200 nm) [14–16]. However, within natural samples, the detection of Eu3+ becomes
nearly impossible due to a strong overlap of the weak VNIR features with other highly visible REE
such as Nd3+, Er3+ and Ho3+. The characteristic SWIR features around 1900–2100 nm (not shown here)
may in mixed pixels additionally overlap and be confused with nearby characteristic broad features
of OH/H2O (centre wavelength around 1900 nm). Similar to Eu3+, the features of Tb3+ were hardly
visible and highly ambiguous, which excludes both elements from the list of REE potentially detectable
with reflectance spectroscopy.

4.2. PL Spectroscopy

Reference PL spectra and positions of characteristic emission features for each REE were
previously determined using a series of single-REE salts [35]. The resulting feature library was
merged and extended with similar and additional feature positions reported in the literature [34,53].
Results showed a potential robust detectability of Nd3+, Sm3+, Eu3+, Yb3+

, Dy3+, Er3+ and Tb3+

when using continuous-wave laser-induced fluorescence with excitation wavelengths of 325, 442 and
532 nm on single-REE salts. The same experimental setup was used in the current study to analyse
the described natural REE-bearing mineral sample suite. Several factors and effects were observed
accompanying mixed samples, which may support or hinder a robust detection of specific REE.
These effects need to be considered during data interpretation and are described in more detail in
the following.

4.2.1. Influence of the Excitation Wavelength

Due to the discrete nature of the REE 4f-4f intra-configurational transitions, direct optical excitation
of the typical REE luminescence lines is possible only for excitation wavelengths in the visible range
which are specific to each REE [54]. Broad-band, more unspecific, excitation is only possible for high
excitation energies, reaching the charge transfer bands or the host’s conduction band, which may be far
in the UV range. Thus, by stimulating using an appropriate wavelength, specific REE luminescence may
be enhanced or suppressed, which opens up the possibility for (1) the discrimination of overlapping
REE features and (2) the suppression of broad emissions originating from non-REE impurities and
crystal structure defects. The influence of the employed excitation wavelength on the detectable REE
is displayed for an analysed xenotime sample in Figure 5. For some REE, such as Yb3+, Er3+ or Ho3+,
the excitation wavelength influences mainly the feature intensity or the occurrence and position
of sub-level peaks. Others, such as Dy3+ and Sm3+ show a clearer dependency on the chosen
excitation wavelength and are suppressed or not visible at other excitation wavelengths. For those
elements featuring a variety of strong peaks that often superpose other REE, this excitation wavelength
dependency demonstrates a possibility to reveal hidden REE peaks or discriminate and interpret
overlapping features.

The excitation wavelength dependency of broad matrix emissions is shown on spectra of eudialyte
and zircon (Figure 6). In all analysed eudialyte samples, several broadband luminescence features
occur, whose visibilities are dependent on the respective excitation wavelength. At this, a strong
Ce3+-luminescence at 380–400 nm can be observed only at 325 nm excitation wavelength (Figure 6a).
However, at longer excitation wavelengths a previously not visible broadband feature appears at
600 nm (Figure 6c) and most probably originates from the substitution of Ca2+ with Mn2+ within the
crystal [55]. A respective MnO content of ~1.4 wt.% is validated by EMPA data for this sample. A third
broadband luminescence at 505 nm, possibly related to the sample embedding epoxy resin, occurs only
with blue excitation. It overlaps with the slightly weaker 600 nm luminescence, which appears as
shoulder (Figure 6b).
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three different laser excitation wavelengths. Selected REE emissions have been labelled according to
reference feature positions (see text, Section 4.2.).

The observed broad emissions in zircon are many and often of uncertain origin but commonly
dependent on specific excitation wavelengths, such as:

(I) A strong and broad emission with a centre wavelength of 580 to 590 nm visible mainly at 325 nm
excitation (Figure 6d, I) and substantially decreased at longer excitation wavelengths (Figure 6e,f, I).
It originates probably in radiation damage centres that cause the characteristic red-brown colour of
many zircons and is decreased in intensity for longer excitation wavelengths [34,56].

(II) A broadband near-infrared luminescence (centre-wavelength around 780 nm) was observed
in some zircon samples under 325 nm (Figure 6d, II) and 442 nm excitation (Figure 6e, II) and might be
related to Fe3+ or Ti3+ [34,56]. It nearly disappears under 532 nm excitation (Figure 6f, II).

(III) A strong green luminescence appears around 510 nm under 442 nm excitation (Figure 6e, III),
which in zircon is usually connected to the luminescence centres of UO2

2+ [57]. It may also originate
from the sample embedding epoxy resin, which shows a very similar feature. At 325 nm excitation,
this centre is weak and hardly observable, as it is nearly covered by the stronger orange broadband
luminescence (Figure 6d, I).
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4.2.2. Influence of the Mineral Type

The spectral position of specific REE emission lines were found to be constant within a few
nanometres, which reasons in the REE 4f-4f transitions that are generally not affected by their
chemical environment. However, the specific Stark-level peak positions and relative intensities varied
heavily between host minerals and slightly between samples of the same host mineral from different
geological localities (Figure 7). This observation coincides with statements in the literature, such as in
References [58] and [36]. Accordingly, the local structural environment of the REE3+-ion decides on
the splitting of the recorded emission peaks, which is also known as crystal-field dependent Stark’s
splitting. A respective REE3+ sub-level peak database would open up the possibility to a fingerprint-like
detection of the host mineral [36]. Figure 7 displays the variability of the observed sub-level peaks
at the characteristic Nd3+ feature centre wavelength of 890 nm [34,53] for the investigated samples
in dependency of the excitation wavelength and gives an example on such a potential database.
Remarkable are the bandwidth of occurring sub peak positions and the overall similarity of spectral
shape and sub peak positions within one mineral type or even group. Similar patterns were observed
for many mineral types such as for monazite or eudialyte. Few minerals such as britholite showed a
higher variability, which in the current case might be related to abundant REE-bearing apatite in the
britholite samples from Oka.

In some samples such as xenotime or kainosite, characteristic Er3+ features around 855 nm become
apparent, which interfere with the investigated Nd3+ sub-level peaks. A high variability in response to
different excitation wavelengths is given, ranging from no change (monazite) over differing spectral
shape (britholite) up to a suppression of detectability (zircon).
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Figure 7. Variability of Stark-level emission peaks for the literature reported Nd3+ feature centre
wavelength of 890 nm [34,53] for different samples and excitation wavelengths. EMPA derived
Nd2O3-concentrations are given in squared brackets in wt.%. Excitation wavelengths are indicated on
top of each plot group.

4.2.3. REE Absorption Effects in PL Spectra

For samples and excitation wavelengths where intense and broad emissions occur around 500
to 800 nm, specific absorptions effects were likely to be observed within the PL signal. For each
case, they could be certainly assigned to occurring REE (Figure 8). The features originate mainly
from Nd3+, which is known to show extremely distinct absorption features in this wavelength
region and to a lesser degree Pr3+, Dy3+ and Er3+, which strongly overlap with the Nd3+ features.
While providing additional information on these four elements, this phenomenon also holds a crucial
disadvantage. Weak but characteristic emission features of other REE in this wavelength range can be
either annihilated completely or masked to an extent, where they are not discriminable anymore from,
for example, artificial peaks originating from two adjacent absorptions. For example, the two most
characteristic Pr3+ emission features are located at 480 and 599 nm and are often completely masked
by strong Nd3+-related absorptions around 475 and 580 nm, Dy3+-related absorptions at 476 nm and
the Pr3+-related absorption around 593 nm (see also Figure 3a). This crucially affects the general
detectability with PL spectroscopy of all REE that are solely detectable by peaks in the respective
wavelength ranges, such as Tm3+ and weakens the detectability robustness of REE with characteristic
peaks in the respective wavelength ranges, such as Pr3+, Sm3+ and Ho3+. Variation of the excitation
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wavelength can be used to avoid broad-band emission of the mineral host and by that to reduce the
influence of absorption on the PL signal (see also Section 4.2.1).
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5. Discussion and Cross-Method Considerations

A concise overview on the features, advantages and weaknesses of both reflectance and PL
spectroscopy is given in Table 4 and discussed further in detail in following sections.

Table 4. Concluding overview on the capabilities of reflectance and PL spectroscopy for near-field
REE detection.

Reflectance Spectroscopy PL Spectroscopy (325/442/532 nm Excitation)

Detectable REE in single-REE salts
Robust: Pr3+, Nd3+, Sm3+, Dy3+,
Ho3+, Er3+, Tm3+, Yb3+

Weak: Eu3+

Robust: Ce3+, Pr3+, Nd3+, Sm3+, Eu3+, Tb3+,
Dy3+, Er3+, Yb3+

Weak: Ho3+, Tm3+

Detectable REE in mixed-REE
natural samples

Robust: Nd3+, Sm3+, Dy3+, Yb3+

Ambiguous (detectable by feature
shift): Pr3+, Ho3+, Er3+, Tm3+

Robust: Ce3+, Nd3+, Eu3+, Dy3+, Er3+, Yb3+

Ambiguous: Pr3+, Sm3+, Ho3+,

REE detection limit down to ~0.10 wt.% less than 0.03 wt.%

Acquisition time: Point measurements ms-s ms-s

Acquisition time: Mapping of 100 × 100 px ms-s (commercial push broom and
frame-based sensors available) hours (x-y rastering of point measurements)

Quantitative analysis
semi-quantitative by correlation of
absorption depth and position
with REE grade

not yet applicable

5.1. Qualitative REE Detection

REE can be classified into four groups according to their qualitative detectability by the used PL
and reflectance spectroscopy methods in natural samples with mixed REE content (see also Figure 9):

(I) No detectable features for both methods: Sc3+, Y3+, La3+, Gd3+, Lu3+

(II) Weak, masked or otherwise inconsistently detectable features for both methods: Tb3+,
Ho3+, Tm3+

(III) Well detectable features for one spectroscopic method: Ce3+, Pr3+, Sm3+, Eu3+, Er3+

(IV) Well detectable features for both spectroscopic methods: Nd3+, Dy3+, Yb3+
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detection of REE and the possibilities of a combined approach. A comparison of detectability with
criticality and vulnerability to supply restrictions of the individual REE shows the economic value of
the presented approach (NA: no data available).

The classification shows that few REE, which were well detectable in single-REE standards [35],
feature a decreased or inconsistent detectability in mixed natural samples for either one or both
methods. This applies especially for Pr3+, Sm3+, Tb3+, Ho3+ and Tm3+. Two main explanations can be
found: (1) hindered detection through overlapping REE- or mineral-matrix-related features (especially
in PL data) and (2) non-comparability of single-REE salt concentrations versus fundamentally lower
concentrations of certain REE in natural samples that may fall near or below the detection limit of
the used method (especially for reflectance spectroscopy). For example, the concentration of TbPO4

samples used as reference amounts for roughly 60 wt.% Tb3+, while in the analysed natural minerals
Tb3+ rarely exceeds 1 wt.% [19]. Thus, REE features showing only weak spectral representations in
high-grade single-REE salts might be expected to vanish in natural mixed-REE sample spectra. For the
affected elements, a direct detection using one method is often not possible, thus, a combination of
both methods and/or a variation in the acquisition parameters such as laser excitation wavelength
is needed. For example, Pr3+, as one of the critical REE, is hardly detectable in natural minerals by
continuous-wave PL, as its features can be easily confused with the characteristic peaks of Dy3+ at
470–490 nm, Sm3+ at 600–650 nm and Nd3+ at 870–900 nm, respectively. By variation of the excitation
wavelength, Dy3+ and Pr3+ can be distinguished, as Dy3+ is well observable under 325 nm but not
442 nm excitation, which is vice versa for Pr3+. Similar dependencies exist for Nd3+ and Sm3+. With a
parallel sample analysis using reflectance spectroscopy, the occurrence and relative content of Dy3+,
Sm3+ and Nd3+ can be cross-validated, as those elements show very specific features in reflectance
spectroscopy data. By that, the results of reflectance spectroscopy can support the interpretation of PL
spectroscopy data.
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5.2. Quantitative REE Detection and Detection Limits

In the current study, moderate detection limits of about 0.1 wt.% REE2O3 for each spectrally
active REE were estimated for reflectance spectroscopy. As shown in Reference [19], the absorption
feature depth analysis of similar absorptions at different samples allows for a semi-quantification
of the REE content. A relationship between absorption depth and concentration exists and can
be used for single defined absorption features. Within this study, we could add on to this by
providing a semi-quantification approach for overlapping REE features using the minimum wavelength
position. The respective analysis of the best observable REE absorption feature at 800–810 nm
enables a straight-forward sample categorization into HREE (low Nd3+-/Dy3+ ratio, feature shifted
to longer wavelengths) or LREE (high Nd3+-/Dy3+ ratio, feature shifted to shorter wavelengths)
enriched mineralization. Equivalent analyses could be used to evaluate the Nd3+/Pr3+- (580–595 nm),
Er3+/Ho3+- (540–545 nm) and Tm3+/Dy3+-ratios (760–780 nm) of different samples.

In contrast, PL spectroscopy provides significantly lower detection limits but currently without
the possibility of robust quantification. In many samples, distinct emissions could be unequivocally
attributed to REE that were not or only in very low amounts detected by EMPA. As the EMPA detection
limit for each REE was in average given with 0.03 wt.% REE2O3, a similar or even lower detection
limit for PL spectroscopy can be assumed. However, the relation between emission intensity and REE
content was inconsistent, up to the point of no or extremely weak detection despite EMPA proven
REE occurrence. This confirms the findings of Friis [11] and Lenz [30], stating the complexity of REE
emission and the resulting difficulty of REE quantification using PL analysis.

5.3. Considerations on the Measurement Setup

5.3.1. Spatial Data Integration

A successful integration of PL and reflectance spectroscopy results is dependent on the subsequent
observation of the exact same spot of the sample. This applies not only between reflectance and PL
spectroscopy results but also between PL measurements with different excitation wavelengths. Hereby,
not only the lateral extent and position correspondence of the measurement spot needs to be considered.
At constant excitation wavelength, the penetration depth of a certain light source is also dependent
on the optical and chemical characteristics of the investigated sample type [11]. In addition to that,
a relation between the wavelength of the illumination source and penetration depth exists. Such,
a 532 nm laser reaches a slightly deeper penetration than a 325 nm laser with the same power at
the same surface spot and therefore also stimulates deeper zones of the mineral crystal or, in case of
very small grains or heterogeneous samples, can also excite emissions of surrounding minerals or
embedding resin. These usually broad emissions can interfere with the target emission by both signal
mixture as well as by providing a broad signal in which absorption effects can occur. These can mask
or interfere smaller emission peaks nearby and complicate the overall spectral interpretation (see also
Section 4.2.3).

5.3.2. Excitation Wavelength

A variation of the laser excitation wavelength can be used to highlight or suppress specific
REE emissions and also to minimize the influence of possible mineral matrix background emissions.
However, the use of a laser with a longer excitation wavelength also leads generally to a loss in
spectral coverage, as only features in a wavelength range longer than the laser excitation wavelength
are recorded. Up-conversion measurements that enable the detection of emission features at shorter
wavelengths than the laser wavelength could be a work-around and subject of a subsequent study.

5.3.3. Sample Size and Spatial Resolution

For both single-REE salts as well as mixed-REE natural mineral grains, the detectability by
reflectance spectroscopy was highly influenced by the sample size. Some of the analysed single grains
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samples featured diameters of less than a millimetre and even lower thicknesses. This made them
hard to investigate with the portable spectroradiometer, whose measurement spot size exceeds the
sample size. Thus, for very small or thin and transparent samples spectral mixing with the embedding
resin or the surface below the analysed sample can occur. Additionally, scattering of the emitted and
reflected light within the transparent embedding resin can lead to additional disturbances within
the observed spectral signal. Such spectral influences from neighbouring or surrounding materials
must also be expected for future measurements on rock samples. For this reason, it makes sense to
consider the grain size of the examined sample when selecting the sensor parameters for both PL and
reflectance measurements.

5.3.4. Sensor Calibration

During the measurements, a constant and distinct calibration offset of about 10 nm between the
measured spectral signal and the expected wavelength labelling was observed for the Rikola sensor.
As this might be expected also for other sensors, routine calibration checks are highly recommended.
By that, instrumental deviations can be distinguished from natural variability in absorption features,
which occur due to changes in chemical concentration, spectral mixtures or environmental effects.
This is especially important for the analysis of overlapping REE absorption features, which relies on
the evaluation of the exact absorption position. The calibration could be easily done by a reference
measurement of a standard material with a known absorption feature position.

6. Conclusions

Our study outlines the strengths of combining reflectance and PL spectroscopy for the detection
of REE in natural minerals. Challenges accompanying the analysis of natural samples using only one
of the two methods, such as masking of characteristic features by broad mineral matrix emissions and
overlapping REE features, can be addressed by this combined approach. The integration of reflectance
spectra and luminescence induced by continuous-wave lasers with different excitation wavelengths
offers a possibility to cross-validate the observed results and robustly assign otherwise ambiguous
features to specific REE. This increases the certainty of correct feature interpretation and enables
more robust detection of economically important REE, including Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Dy, Er, Yb and
potentially also Ho and Tm. PL spectroscopy provides an extremely high sensitivity such that it partly
outruns the detection limit of the conducted EMPA measurements (here: ~0.03 wt.% per individual
REE2O3). Reflectance spectroscopy in general delivers a higher detection limit (>0.10 wt.% for selected
REE2O3) but in contrast offers the possibility for semi-quantification through the analysis of absorption
depth or, in case of highly overlapping features, absorption position.

The integrated reflectance and PL spectroscopy offers already at the present laboratory stage an
innovative, robust tool for non-invasive REE detection in near-field (in the range of 0.5 to 2.0 m) raw
material exploration. It delivers especially advances in small-scale, high-precision sample mapping
and can directly be applied to REE detection in ore samples, drill cores and as fast validation approach
in large-scale REE exploration.

As the integrated reflectance and PL analysis has now been proven to be successful for natural
and complex samples, the next steps will need to focus on the technical implementation and the
optimization of sensor parameters such as spatial and spectral resolution to produce integrable mineral
maps. Co-registration of the resulting PL data cubes with the presented HS reflectance imagery will
allow a pixel-wise integration and by that, a combined mapping approach uniting the strengths of
both methods. Further technical optimization may include the implementation of time-resolved PL as
it is known to increase the discriminability of specific REE but this will be at the cost of increasing the
complexity of the setup, while already great benefit could be achieved with the integration of the here
presented simple PL instrumentation.

The relevance of integrating reflectance and PL spectroscopy for mineral mapping lies at present
in a wide range of near field sensing applications with focus on any REE detection, may it be in geology,
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exploration, mining, processing or recycling. Expanding especially the PL spectral library beyond
the focus on REE has significant potential to enable the robust detection and cross-validation of other
critical raw materials.

Applications beyond the current near-field scale need to tackle especially the challenge of ambient
light for PL spectroscopy. Similar questions apply for the simultaneous acquisition of reflectance and
PL signals using narrow and broad-band illumination at the same time. Both applications are generally
possible but require specific solutions, because PL signals are orders of magnitude less intense and rely
on sufficient discrimination from much brighter reflectance signals and ambient light, respectively. Yet,
a technical solution is available in form of, for example, a Fluorescence LIDAR system [43] for biogenic
materials. To transfer the approach to the essentially weaker REE signal is possible but requires
advanced camera systems of high sensitivity and distinctly increased power of the laser excitation
source. Besides security issues and possible sample altering, interferences between REE emission
and absorption features occurring in close spectral proximity will cause a loss in informative value.
For these reasons, the detailed and sensitive REE characterization is the strength of our combined
spectroscopic approach. A separate acquisition guarantees to record the full range of information from
both methods and is suitable especially for small sample-sensor distances (cm to m) under separate
acquisition of reflectance and PL spectra.
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